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We thank the reviewer for her/his constructive and helpful comments. Before addressing the individual points raised by the reviewer we would like to mention that the following aspects were changed/corrected in the revised version of the manuscript:

1. The absolute radiances of the spectra shown in Figures 1 a-c were not correct, but significantly too large. The ones shown in the ACPD version of the manuscript corresponded to the accumulated (not mean) radiances of all spectra measured in July 2005. This is now corrected.

2. We identified a little (indexing) bug in our current implementation of the OH model (the results published in McDade (1991), McDade and Llewellyn (1987) are not affected), that lead to slightly different vertical shifts. This bug is now corrected, and is the reason why Figs. 6 and 7 look slightly different.

Note that our responses are italicized.

Review 2 This is a very well written paper based on data from the SCIAMACHY instrument over the period 2002-2010. This manuscript provides a clear explanation of the methods employed in the data reduction, the survey of previously published data, and the model simulations. The conclusions are well supported by the observations and simulation results. They are a valuable contribution to the field because they are based on a substantive quantity of observational material (2002-2010) and they confirm previous reports (based on relatively small datasets) of the variation of peak emission altitude with OH vibrational band upper state. The paper should be published with only very minor revisions.

Reply: We thank the reviewer for her/his positive and encouraging comments.

2. One of the motivations for the study (Page 5819 line 22) is the difficulty of interpretation of ground-based rotational temperatures due to the possibility that Meinel bands originating from different vibrational levels may have different peak emission altitudes. An important contribution that should be mentioned in this context is the paper by Cosby and Slanger (2007). Based on astronomical sky spectra taken with the echelle spectrograph imager (ESI) on the Keck II telescope on Mauna Kea, Cosby and Slanger (2007) found substantial vibrational population changes occur in all vibrational levels during the course of a night, and the magnitude of these changes varies from night to night.

Reply: Thank you for pointing this out. We have included this reference and a brief statement about it in the introduction.

3. It is important to note that the OH vibrational distribution is not a static equilibrium,
but is instead a balance between the formation of OH(v' = 7-9) and the transfer of population into the lower vibrational levels by radiation and collision (Cosby and Slanger, 2007).

Reply: This aspect is now also mentioned explicitly in the introduction.

4. It may be worthwhile clarifying that the altitude of various OH emissions has been found to vary in a systematic way as a function of local time, latitude, season, and phase of the solar cycle, e.g., Liu and Shepherd (2006). This may be one of the reasons for limiting the data interval to a one month period in Figures 1, 2 and 4, even though a much larger volume of data is available.

Reply: Thanks for pointing this out. We added a brief paragraph to the introduction discussing the known variations of the OH emission altitude with latitude, solar cycle etc.

The main reason for using monthly averages are the low signal-to-noise ratios in individual spectra of the OH(8-3) band. For the OH(3-1) band the signal of individual limb measurements is sufficient to invert them individually. But this is not the case for the (8-3) band.

5. In the context of the use of zonal averages, it may be worth mentioning that significant longitudinal variations in OH infrared emissions have been reported, e.g., Baker et al. (2007) and Gao et al. (2011).

Reply: We added a brief statement to section 3 to cover this aspect.

Minor textual and other typographical corrections
The manuscript is well written with very few typographical errors.

Reply: Thank you

Page 5818, lines 18/19: suggest move the word “well” as indicated in the following: “The model simulations well reproduce the observed vibrational level dependence of

the emission peak altitude well – both qualitatively and . . . “.

Reply: Changed

Page 5820, line 24: lowercase “n” in nadir.

Reply: Changed

Page 5835, line 14/15: suggest “ .. model that allows the relative population of the different vibrational levels of OH to be simulated.” instead of " .. model that allows simulating the relative population of the different vibrational levels of OH.”

Reply: Changed

Page 5844, Fig. 2. Caption: “July 2007” should be “July 2005” for consistency with text (Page 5823, line 22).

Reply: Corrected
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Reply: We have included all these references in the updated version of the manuscript.